RF Transmission Lines & SWR

After installing the Antenna and finding a place for the Transceiver, you must
connect the two together and the Antenna is usually located at some distance away
from the Transceiver. The item that links them together is called the “RF Transmission
Feedline” or using a more common generic term, the “RF Feedline” or “Feedline” for
short. Its role is to carry RF power as efficiently as possible from the transmitter stage
to the antenna and from the antenna to the receiver stage of the transceiver. However, at
Radio Frequencies (RF) the feed line having an appreciable length compared with the working
frequencies wavelength, will also radiate power as the antenna does. Our objective is to
minimize the unwanted radiation on the feed line, in order to transfer as much of the power as
possible to and from the antenna with the minimum loss as possible. Without observing proper
care the power lost by radiation in the transmission line can be much higher than the
resistance of conductors and dielectrics.

SWR, and the radiation resistance
We often hear the expression "My antenna displays an SWR of such a value".
Anyone saying that does not understand how their antenna and its associated transmission
feed line work. SWR is not an antenna property but rather a property of the RF
transmission “Feedline”.
Antennas only have impedance (Z) that varies with the frequency. Impedance of an
antenna refers to the ratio of the voltage field to the current field flowing within the antenna.
Contrary to the idea sometimes expressed, the impedance matching of your antenna has little
effect on your signal and a mismatch does not create RFI.
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The ratio of the maximum voltage (V) or maximum current (I) along the transmission
feed line to the minimum of voltage (V) or minimum current (I) is called the Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio (VSWR) or Current Standing Wave Ratio (ISWR) normally referred to as just
Standing Wave Ratio (SWR).
SWR is a ratio, which expresses the impedance matching between your transmission
feed line and the load (Antenna), in other words the “Radiation Resistance” of your antenna
system, which should not be confused with DC resistance. SWR is the common term used and
this is the way it is labeled on most meters and referred to in documentation.
• In a perfect matched system displaying a SWR of 1.0:1, whose load (Antenna) consists
of a “Dummy Load (Dummy Antenna)”, all the power arriving to the dummy load is fully
absorbed and converted into heat.
• In a perfect matched system displaying a SWR 1.0:1, whose load consists of an “Active
Load (Active Antenna)” all the power arriving to the active load antenna is fully absorbed
and radiated into space.
• If the antenna system is not perfectly matched the antenna resistance will absorb the
larger part o f the power but a small percentage will be "reflected", in fact added or
subtracted in the line. The ratio of these peaks (high / low currents or induced
voltage) represents the SWR.
• The SWR is altered when there is a mismatch of the 50Ω characteristic impedance (Zo)
of the feed line to the higher or lower impedance of your antenna. Without other
considerations, the consequences of a high SWR are not as severe as we could expect
and this potential loss will not interfere with TV receptors and will not create RFI as we
sometimes hear or read here and there.
• On a well-tuned antenna system, where the feed line displays a SWR of 1.0:1 all the RF
energy is transmitted from the Transceivers final amplifier section to the Transmatch
(Antenna Tuner) and then through the transmission feed line to the antenna. In this
configuration the current is equal at any point on the transmission feed line and your
antenna works properly. If the SWR increases for any reason, stationary waves appear.
That means that a part of the RF energy you sent to the antenna is wasted as heat
before reaching the antenna, mostly in the feed line. Using a very low loss feed line,
in MF & HF and in to a lesser extent in VHF & UHF, this wasted energy due to a high
SWR is very weak.
Imagine an antenna system showing a SWR 6.0:1, thus 50% of the power is reflected
(not the same as 50% or 3 dB of signal loss). What is the impact of this SWR on the power of
your signal? This 50% of reflected power due to the antenna system mismatch goes back to
the Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) or Transceiver and is reflected again to the antenna, in phase
with the incident wave. We then have two distinct cases which are the system is matched or
mismatched.
The system is matched, when impedances are combined, conditions of the "Maximum
Power Transfer Theorem" are met at any point of the line linking the adapter to the antenna. All
the reflected power going back from the antenna is resent in phase to the antenna. In this
case, the only lost power is the one due to the double -crossing of reflected power in the feed
line (once descending, once going up again). We can demonstrate this theoretically using a
no-loss feed line: for example a 100 Watts is sent into an adapter using a matched line
showing 50% of reflected power at the feed point of the antenna, 200 Watts are emitted and
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100 W are reflected (100/200 = 0.5). Thus the emitted power is 200 W - 100 W = 100 W as
well. This measurement can be confirmed using a simple Wattmeter like a Bird 43.
The syste m is not matched, when impedances are not combined, conditions of the
maximum power transfer theorem are not met, matching is not satisfied and the good
functioning point (DC) of the final tube or transistor is displaced (by "good functioning" we
mean the required charge to get a minimum input current for a given feeding voltage). If
matching is incomplete, the charge will not be optimum, the functioning point will move and the
current will increase (the tuning abacus follows a kind of parabolic curve). Using a Pi-adapter
with a tube transceiver, we can easily note this minimum of plate current.
Many amateurs believe that when power is reflected, it will go back up to the final
amplification stage where it will dissipate, increasing the risk of damaging electronic
components. The sole effect of the reflected power associated to a lack of matching is that the
final amplifier stage of the Transmitter will dissipate a bit more DC. Indeed, a mismatched
system will prevent the final amplifier stage from generating the maximum power, and thus will
feed the antenna with a reduced power. In the worst cases, you can damage them due to the
heat dissipated in the circuits.
This phenomenon is easier and more intuitive to understand using vintage tube
amplifiers. In the earlier transistorized transceivers, Engineers were no longer concerned about
matching impedances, and did not include any of those circuits in their final amplifier stages, (it
was cheaper and more compact), because the Transceiver was supposed to be linked to a
50Ω ??
load. But in the actual conditions this condition was hard to meet, and the increase of
collector current had to be limited using some device. Circuits measuring the SWR were
inserted, reducing gradually the power. They also put the adapter o n the outside of the
transmitter, the matching being established in measuring the maximum transmitted power, but
since we could not access the final stage easily they eventually went back to the previous
system of putting the matching device in the Transceiver. Today this tuning is automatic and
loss in the adapter are important because specifications of components are too tight.

The built-in multimeter (S-meter, Power Strength, SWR, Compression and ALC level) of
Kenwood TS-570D series.
A high SWR increases the attenuation on higher frequencies too. Practically for a SWR
1.0:1 you loose 0.4 dB at 3.5 MHz and 1.1 dB at 28 MHz. But for a SWR 5.0:1 you only loose
0.8 dB on 3.5 MHz but 2.5 dB at 28 MHz. This latter represents nearly half of your emitting
power! However to your DX station, his S-meter has probably not recorded the change when
we know that a 100/1000 W power ratio only produces a 10 dB change on the S-meter (3 dB
each time you double your power), nothing more than 1 S-Unit on his meter!
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The antenna impedance can be measured using modern Transceivers that often
provide a built-in Transmatch (Antenna Tuner). Otherwise you can use an external meter
known as a Noise or SWR bridge to fit on the coaxial line.

The SWR-meter
After your transceiver and your antenna, it is necessary that you own an external
Wattmeter / SWR meter. It will allow you to know exactly what power radiates from your
antenna system. A dummy load suited to your Transmitters power is also necessary to
make some transmission tests without causing interference on active frequencies.
How to select a good SWR-meter or wattmeter? A good
SWR-meter must be able to sustain the highest power you
might use (1.5 kW PEP) and be adapted to the right
frequencies. There are models working o n MF, HF, VHF,
and UHF bands. Most recent models display forward
power, reflected power and SWR simultaneously thanks to
a cross-needle display. To calculate the SWR, some
models require a switch to be changed to calculate the
SWR. The meter should be able to display “Average” Root
Mean Square (RMS) and “Peak” (PK) values. In a usual
conversation in SSB the average emitting power of the
The Daiwa CN-801H cross-needle
human voice can be relatively low (say below 40W of
Power/SWR-meter which can
100W PEP) but during short periods of time and quite the
handle 2 kW PEP in a spectrum of
power can double and exceed 80W when using syllables.
frequencies ranging from 1.8 to
These bursts of power are interesting to monitor when your
200 MHz.
transmitter is connected to a linear amplifier to check if you
do not "overload" your antenna system if you suspect bad
tuning.
In addition peak-readings SWR-meters can be either “Active” or “Passive”. "Active"
means that the peak reading is electronic, and amplified before being displayed. These meters
must be powered, usually in 12V. As expected they are the meters that are most accurate.
“Passive” meters use an un-amplified meter-damping circuit to read the peak value. Most need
however to be powered, not because they are active but simply to light the cross-needle
display.
Some old meters still include additional knobs to adjust the load reactance and
resistance. They are very accurate but a bit longer to set. Some desk models have also to be
calibrated according your peak emitting power (100W, 1kW, etc) but most are today auto calibrated and they do not require adjustment.
At last some SWR-meters are very small, in both size and readings, suited for QRP
operations, other are as large as a laboratory device. Some amateurs complain sometimes
that most "SWR-meters" are inaccurate, this is wrong, and in fact most passive meters are
accurate for what they cost and are able to read the power and give the SWR within 3 - 10% of
error. I think that in practice amateurs are not really interesting in knowing if they are emitting
80 Watts or 88 Watts but rather if all their input power is being radiated by their antenna. The
active meters are of course the most accurate. The combined HF / VHF readers suffer a lack
of accuracy over 150 MHz.
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Checking SWR, but between what devices?
It is important to know what the SWR meter is measuring to know what component to modify if
you loose power. A wattmeter, an SWR-meter or even a Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) must
be inserted on your feed line just before the antenna . Depending on the additional
accessories that you inserted on the line, for practical reasons the SWR meter is
usually placed as the last item in line, before the transmission feedline to the antenna.
It is after the transceiver, if you use it alone, after the RF Power Amplifier if used, or
after the Transmatch (Antenna Tuner)

The SWR value that you read on this external SWR meter or Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) /
SWR meter is the value of SWR on the transmission “Feed Line” between the meter and the
antenna. To convince you, change the length of your antenna or remove the balun if you use
one. Immediately you will get a higher SWR. And conversely, in front of your SWR meter,
whatever your transmitting power, even changing your amplifier load, only the forward and
reflected powers will change, but proportionally, without affecting the SWR. If you insert your
SWR meter between the transceiver and the Linear Amplifier, you read the Linear Amplifier
input circuit SWR, as it uses most of time adjustable coils or capacitors. In case of a high
SWR you should try to tweak them for a better match.

Transmatch (Antenna Tuner)
Instead of purchasing an external SWR meter or a wattmeter you can buy an external
Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) that will help you to match the load (Antenna) according to the
working frequency. It will not tune your Antenna at all, but will match the impedance existing on
the transmission feed line at the end you connect to the Transmatch so as to provide your
transmitter with the proper load of 50Ω ?impedance.
Although more expensive than a SWR-meter, an external Transmatch (Antenna Tuner)
is really useful because modern transceivers have a narrow range of impedance matching
close to 50Ω , and are unable to match the high impedance of many wire antennas that are
ranging between 10-600Ω or more. Even a so-called 75Ω dipole antenna can see its
impedance change as soon as you modify its length, its height above ground or the length of
the parallel-wire feed line. Weather conditions also affect these va lues.
Most transmitters with built-in transmatches (Antenna Tuners) are able to match SWR
mismatches up to 2.5 or 3:1, beyond those values you couldn't use your Transmitter, and
surely not if you use an RF Linear Power Amplifier. Therefore today we find an external
Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) in most shacks at one time or another.
Some have to be manually tuned but others are automatic, analog or digital, and offer
you in all circumstances the lowest SWR and losses. Some are able to handle 1, 2 or 3 kW
output or even more. Some transmatches (Antenna Tuners) can read settings of your
Transceiver and save them in memory. The best models tune your antenna system in about 5
seconds whatever the band or the antenna design.
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How does a Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) Work? A Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) is far
different from an SWR-meter. This is an active device that needs to be tuned. Opening the
case of a Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) you will see two large capacitors and an inductance
switch (or a roller inductor) connected outside to a rotary switch. Labeled "ANTENNA" and
"TRANSMITTER" on the front panel, these capacitors must be adjusted until you hear the
loudest signal on your receiver. This is simple and efficient.
However, be aware that the coil used in a Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) cannot withstand much
power. As the load impedance increases, losses will get higher. If your system can still work
with 50% of 1 kW in the Transmatch (Antenna Tuner), 500W will be dissipated as heat in the
tuner coil. A high-power Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) will probably supports such losses, but
be careful working with high SWR with low power tuners because a tuner failure can always
happen. In the worst cases, in presence of high SWR, high power (current) and moisture you
can even burn the coaxial terminals on the line.
Many older Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) (say before the year 2000) are unbalanced. If
you work with a balanced antenna system you probably use a balun to match impedances that
can vary according to the frequency. In the worst conditions, if you experience a high SWR on
the line, the lost energy can damage the balun, all the more using higher power.

Palstar AT1500BAL balanced ATU

To prevent possible damage to balanced antenna
systems. Most use a dual T or L section; some
models like Palstar used an i nsulated
unbalanced/balanced circuit to get the same result
with excellent figures.
Palstar AT1500BAL and MFJ-974H models
perform the best. The two models get a matching
in most conditions including for SWR 32:1
between the 160 Meter and 10 Meter bands and
sustain 1.5 kW and 300 W PEP.

Like SWR-meters, the price of a Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) is proportional to its
performance, some being for example unable to match SWR over 2:1 on 160 Meters.
These two pieces of equipment are very important to check your Transceivers final
amplifier transmission condition.
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Low SWR but no antenna efficiency
Imagine that you want to work an extra band on
which your antenna in not tuned because it is not
cut for it. Take a simple example with the wellknown 102' G5RV multi-band dipole using a
ladder line and a balun 4:1 to match the
impedances. In this length and without
modifications you cannot use it on the 160 Meter
band. Why? What's the matter if we try? Here is
the answer.
Using a good Transmatch (Antenna Tuner) you
can reduce the SWR on that band until you reach
SWR 1.0:1 or so as displayed at right on the
transceiver S-meter. At first sight all is fine, but the
antenna resistivity is not absorbing the power, and
you might transmit a strong RF signal on 160
Meters. But in the field you observe that nobody
answers your call. If you try to transmit in such
conditions, this is an unfortunately misinterpreting
how your antenna and a resonant circuit works.
In fact you have indeed a SWR 1.0:1 between
your transceiver final amplifier stage and the
Transmatch (Antenna Tuner), often built-in, but
not further. The SWR-meter built-in in your
Transceiver does not read the SWR on the feed
line to the antenna where your signal should
radiate in the air. If you do this measurement you
will discover than the SWR reaches huge values,
say over 200:1 if it is not infinite like on the picture
displayed at right. Trying to work on 160 Meters
with a multi-band dipole 102’ long not suited for
this band.
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Trying to work on a band on which your
antenna is not tuned, you can get SWR
1.0:1 and full power at the tuner output
(read on the Transceivers SWR-meter)
but you will get a sky high SWR on the
feed line to the antenna (read on the
external SWR-meter) with a risk of
burning your transceivers PA due to the
heat dissipated in circuits.

Input impedance and SWR
In this particular case you are trying to feed a dipole
antenna, which is much shorter than 1/2-wavelength. If we
trace its complex impedance (Z = R±jX), in other words the
resistance part against the reactance part of the antenna
impedance as displayed at left, for 0.2W (below left of the
graph) we observe on the curve that R = 20Ω , X ~ 300Ω
(written as R=20-j300); on 160 meters or 0.183W, X >
1800Ω . The antenna presents a highly capacitive load to
your tuner. Your antenna system is not resonant.
If your tuner does manage to match this load, you will get
an extremely high SWR on the feedline, over 160:1 in usual
conditions (on most external SWR-meters the needle
will move to "8"), and very high currents will flow in the
tuner's inductive component(s); your transmitter's power will
On this Smith graph the
be dissipated as heat due to the resistive losses i n the feed
horizontal axis shows the
resistance part of the antenna line and in the tuner inductor(s). The efficiency of your
antenna will be near 0 due to losses in the feed line that can
impedance (R). The vertical
axis shows the reactance part exceed 35 dB or 6 S-units! Not a single milliwatt will be sent
to your antenna, although your built-in SWR reads 1.0:1. In
of the antenna impedance
fact both SWR-meters work perfectly but you system is not!
(X). The curve traces the
complex impedance Z= R±jX
Be very careful in trying to operate this way. Trying to drive
for various wavelengths as
a dipole, which is too short, might lead to a complete
will do an antenna simulation destruction of the Transmatch (Antenna Tuner): the heat
software.
dissipation can crack toroid cores, melt the plastic forms in
roller inductors, etc. In working on the air for a long time in
such conditions your can also damage your PA transistors,
and this is an expensive module to replace. The plastic or
bakelite of your PL-259 or BNC connectors can also burn
and produce arcing.
On the contrary as soon as you extend your aerial to reach 1/2W on the working frequency
(in this case extending its length to 246’ long) you could read R = 75Ω, X = 0Ω. Your antenna
is purely resistive, offering in best cases 100% of efficiency; you have a resonant circuit and
you can feed it without loss! But if you calculate the efficiency of a dipole 102’ long on 160
meters (1.9 MHz), you will get an overall radiating efficiency of 1.4 % only!
Transmission lines radiation
To prevent loss by radiation in the feed line we can use two conductors so arranged that
their respective electromagnetic field are in phase opposition from one to the other. Operated
this way there will be no radiation. To meet this requirement current of each conductor must
flow in opposite directions, the field being shifted of 180°. But in placing two conductors very
close each another (<0.01W, or 20 cm on 20 meters band), for each alternation of the
current there is a delay for that field of the first conductor reaches the second one and cancel
if they are exactly 180° out of phase. As the separation is small but exists, there will be
always a delay and it is practically impossible to cancel the two fields perfectly.
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Transmissions lines are of two basic types:
- Two parallel conductors, also called parallel conductor line, open-wire or ladder line that
we usually found feeding dipoles antennas
- Coaxial Cable, in which a conductor encloses another conductor in a tube-shaped wire.
The current flowing in the inner conductor is balanced by en equal current flowing in the
opposite direction on the inside surface of the outer conductor. Due to a skin effect, the
current flowing on the inner surface of the tube does not penetrate far enough to appear
on the outer surface and therefore using a coaxial line the resulting currents flowing on
the conductors inside is always equals to zero because the tube acts as a shield at radio
frequencies. Other advantage, the separation or thickness of the insulation between the
inner conductor and the outer one does not enter into account in reducing radiation.
Velocity factor and impedance
Whatever the current source, commercial mains or a battery, the current flows from one
point to another, from the "-" pole to the "+" pole at the speed of light, so about 300,000,000
meters per second (mps). However, the insulation material used in the tube, in other words
the dielectric properties of the wire reduce that velocity up to 34% (0.66) in the case of RG58. The highest velocity factor is usually found is open parallel-conductor lines with values as
high as 0.95 or 0.975 depending on the numbers of spacers and dielectric material used.
Minus side, their impedance is usually high (over 300 ? ).
All transmission lines are thus associated to a "velocity factor" specific to each type of wire
(RG-58, RG-213, etc). For the same reason the electrical wavelength of a physical
transmission line is always shorter than the wavelength in free space.
A perfect theoretical line shows no resistance. However we know that all electrical circuits
apply the Ohm's Law. That means at Radio Frequencies (RF) all circuits display some
resistance, which mainly depends on the input voltage.
We can model the current flowing in a feed line using a battery connected to a capacitor.
Thus a transmission line has capacitance. But it also has inductance.

To illustrate the coupled properties of a transmission
line we can represent it as small circuits composed
of induc tors (coils) and capacitors which L and C
values depend on the line design.
Each inductance charges the following capacitor at some rate, and at the end of the chain,
establishes the relationship between current and voltage traveling the line. In other words the
transmission line display some resistance that we conventionally call the characteristic
impedance, represented by the symbol Zo. In a perfect line, offering no resistance, Zo = v
(L/C). However the inductance decreases as the conductor diameter increases while the
capacitance decreases as the spacing between conductors increases. Thus large
conductors very closely spaced will show a relativity low impedance while a thin conductor
widely spaced will show a high impedance. These properties explain why an open-wire feed
line displays characteristic impedance ranging from 200-800 ? and typical coaxial lines from
40-100 ? .
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Matched and mismatched lines
If we speak in terms of power, along a transmission line the power travels always in one
direction, away from the AC source. Several cases have to be considered to understand the
principle of matched and mismatched lines:
- The perfect circuit in which a charge (practically the antenna) is inserted presenting the
same electrical characteristics as a LC circuit
- The same circuit in which the load resistance is not equal to Zo
- The short circuit
- The open circuit.
Using a perfect line made of inductors and capacitors, the input power flows from one "LC
section" to another without loss; the previous section makes no difference whether the next
one has absorbed the power or has forward it to the next section as it had more line in the
circuit. Our ultimate objective being to connect our feed line to an antenna, we need to find a
way to substitute somewhere in the "LC section" a component of the same electrical
characteristics, a pure resistance which value equals Zo. This way this additional resistance
will absorb all the power just as an infinitely long transmission line in transmitting the power
from one LC section to another. In this particular case the line is matched. The current
applies the usual Ohm's Law.
Reflection coefficient

Where p is the reflection coefficient, Er the reflection voltage and Ef the incident or
forward voltage. At right R is the resistance of the load terminating the line. 0 = p = =1. If
the load is pure resistive, p is positive if R is larger than Zo and vice versa.
If the circuit ends with a resistance not equals to Zo, such a line is mismatched. The result
is that the resistance absorbs only a fraction of the input power, called the incident or forward
power. The remainder is interpreted as reflecting back along the transmission line toward the
source. The greater the reflected power the greater is the mismatch and the larger is the
percentage of incident power reflected. In the worst cases, as in a short-circuit the resistance
is null, and in an open circuit (without terminating resistance to close it) the resistance is
infinite. In both examples all the forward power is reflected and dissipated as heat between
the transmitter PA and the transmission line. In other words not a single milliwatt will reach
your antenna and nobody will hear your signal. Operating this way is really risky.
Standing waves and SWR
As a part of voltages and currents flowing in the feed line are reflected, usually between
0.5-5%, due to phase shifts, these components see their respective amplitudes and phase
vary in respect to their position on the line. If we plot the resultant voltage and current in a
graph against their respective position along the line, we observe curves. If the load
perfectly matches the line impedance, the graph shows that the voltage and the current are
the same everywhere along the line. If the load is less than the line impedance, we
observe variations in amplitude due to the mismatch between the load and the line; these
wave-like curves are called standing waves. If the load is greater than the line impedance
we observe the same curves, excepting that the case is inverted: the current curve
becomes the voltage curve and vice versa. This is of course a mathematic representation
because no waves are really standing, at rest, as observed by Einstein one century ago.
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Closely analyzing this graph has
several characteristics. First, at a
position 180° or 1/2W from the
load, both voltage and current have
the same value they do at the load.
At a position 90° or 1/4W from the
load the voltage and current and
inverted: when the voltage is high,
the current is low at the load and
Standing waves of current and voltage along a line for vice versa. At last at 270° or 3/4W
R< Zo. The ratio of the maximum voltage along the line from the load the 90° point is
duplicated. In fact if we continue
to the minimum of voltage is called the voltage
the graph toward the source we will
standing-wave ratio, VSWR for short.
observe than every point odd
multiple of 90° or quarter
wavelength duplicate. In the same
way the voltage and current are the
same every point multiple of 180°
or one -half wavelength as they are
at the load.
So using a simple external SWR-meter we can estimate with a good accuracy the line
performance, the emitting power, the percentage of reflected power, and therefore its SWR.
If SWR represent the ratio of voltage or current, it gives also the matching quality between
the characteristic impedance of the feed line and the (resistive) load. If the load contains no
reactance, the SWR is equals to the ratio between the load resistance R and the
characteristic impedance Zo of the line:
SWR = R/Zo
Or, if R>Zo
SWR = Zo /R
As the smallest quantity is always in the denominator, the SWR is always greater than
1.0:1.
Input impedance
In the standing wave graph displayed previously, we observed that for a line which length
is 180° (1/2W) or a multiple of 180°, the voltage and current have the same value as at the
load. That means that the source of energy "sees" a resistance equals to the actual load
resistance at these line lengths. In other words the impedance has both resistive and
reactive components. When the current stays behind the voltage the reactance is inductive;
when it leads the voltage the reactance is capacitive. Practically when the R < Zo, the
reactance is inductive in the first 90° or quarter wavelength going from the load to the
generator, is capacitive in the second 90°, inductive in the third 90°, and so on every 90°. If R
> Zo, the voltage and current are interchanged; the reactance becomes capacitive in the first
90°, and so on.
The amplitude and phase angle of the input impedance is also determined by the SWR, the
line length and its characteristic impedance. When the SWR is small (say below 3:1) the
input impedance is mainly resistive; if the SWR is high, the input impedance is mainly
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reactive. We usually represent these impedances by an equivalent series circuits constituted
of resistance and coil or capacitors as displayed below, where R is the resistive component
and X the reactive component. In formulae the "s" are often omitted and the series equivalent
impedance is note as Z=R±jX. The "j" factor is in fact an operator indicating that the values
for R and X cannot be added directly, but that the vector addition (like in the resolution of
vector triangles) must be used if the overall impedance is to be calculated. By convention a
plus sign is assigned to j when the reactance is inductive (R+jX), and a minus sign is
assigned to j when the reactance is capacitive (R-jX).
At last up to now we only considered pure resistive load. In the field this is practically the
case as the antenna connected to the end of the feed line is resonant and thus resistive in
nature. However if the antenna is well tuned to work on a specific frequency, at a few
hundreds kHz away from the centre of the band for which the antenna is cut or on other
bands it can display some amount of reactance along with resistance. In other words your
SWR will increase. The direct effect of this reactance in the load will be to shift the phase of
current according to the voltage both in the load and the one reflected. If the reactance is
inductive the phase (point of maximum voltage and minimum current) is shifted toward the
load and vice versa if the reactance is capacitive.

At left series circuits used to simulate the input impedance of a transmission line. At right the
equivalent series or parallel circuit of a transmission line, which input impedance of the line,
termination is not a pure resistance.
In the field, as soon as the input impedance is not purely resistive it displays some
resistance or reactance. These properties can be modeled by using electrical circuits either
in series or in parallel as displayed above.
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Smith charts
In 1939 the U.S. magazine Electronics published
original graphs in which the rectangular coordinate
system was replaced with curved coordinate lines
and filled in with excentric circles of all sizes. These
graphs helped in calculating resistance and
reactance of circuits like transmissions line or
antennas. Its inventor was Phillip H. Smith, from
Analog Instruments in New Jersey.
In fact a Smith chart graph as this representation is
now called, is nothing more than a coordinates
system, curved rather than rectangular, showing only
one axis, the resistance axis, which is the only
straight line cutting the graph in two parts. It includes
also resistance circles that are centered on the
resistance axis; they are thus tangent to the outer
circle of resistance. Each circle displays a value of
resistance, indicated at the point where the circle
crosses the resistance axis. All points along any one
circle have the same resistance value.
This chart replaces all computers and like the old slide rule it can help you in calculating
properties of transmission lines (resistance, reactance, capacitive).
Attenuation, loss and SWR
Up to now we have considered perfect transmission lines without loss. However losses are
inherent to the use of lines due to several factors. First there is the conductor resistance that
resists current flow of electrons. Second there are dielectric properties of the conductor
insulating that consumes some power. Third there is a small amount of energy that migrates
to the outer surface of the conductor and escapes in radiating some power.
These losses modify slightly both the line characteristic impedance and input impedance
because of the changing of the line resistance, but they are usually not sufficient to prevent
you transmitting power. In fact, losses of power are due to three main factors: First the
length of the transmission line that attenuates slightly signals of a few decibels. Second
there are losses due to the wire characteristics called the loss per unit length. Third there
are losses due to a high SWR. The effect is more appreciable with long lines (up to 50 or
100’), where losses can exceed 10 dB on UHF or reach 5 times that value depending on the
cable design as show in the table below.
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Coax Cable Signal Loss (Attenuation) in dB per 10 m
Loss

RG-58

RG-8X

RG-213

RG-6

RG-11

RF-9913

1 MHz
10 MHz
50 MHz
100 MHz
200 MHz
400 MHz
700 MHz
900 MHz
1 GHz
?

0.1dB
0.5dB
1.1dB
1.6dB
2.4dB
3.7dB
5.6dB
6.7dB
7.2dB
50

0.1dB
0.3dB
0.8dB
1.2dB
1.8dB
2.6dB
3.7dB
4.2dB
4.5dB
50

0.1dB
0.2dB
0.5dB
0.7dB
1.1dB
1.6dB
2.2dB
2.6dB
2.8dB
50

0.1dB
0.2dB
0.5dB
0.7dB
0.9dB
1.4dB
1.9dB
2.0dB
2.0dB
75

0.1dB
0.1dB
0.3dB
0.5dB
0.8dB
1.2dB
1.6dB
1.8dB
1.9dB
75

0.1dB
0.1dB
0.3dB
0.5dB
0.6dB
0.9dB
1.2dB
1.4dB
1.5dB
50

Coaxial losses shown above are for 10 m (32.8 ft) lengths. Loss is a length multiplier, so a
20 m (65.6 ft) length would have twice the loss shown above and a 5 m (16.4 ft) length
would have half that loss. This multiplier factor means that you should keep cable
installation lengths between your transceiver and antennas as short as practical!
Power lost in the transmission line varies, as a logarithmic function of the length, hence is
expression in terms of decibels per unit length, which is also a logarithmic measure.
Line loss, conductor loss and dielectric loss increase with the frequency, but not linearly
and not the same way. Therefore there is no formula to calculate the overall value but tables
that give for each frequency and each types of line the relationship between these three
parameters.
At last, when SWR increases, both current and voltage become larger which increases
power losses and thus attenuation. A SWR 2.0:1 causes a power loss of about 0.5 dB
whereas an SWR 4:1 produces already a 4 dB loss. But it is important to note that
SWR curves like the ones displayed below represent values that exists at the load,
practically at the antenna terminating a feed line and not at all the SWR at transmitter; in the
worst case, i n presence of high SWR at the load (say over 10:1), the difference reaches a 2to 10-factor! However, it is good to know that when the line loss is high with perfect
matching, the additional loss causes by the SWR tends to be constant regardless of the
matched line loss.
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If you don't understand why your antenna cannot reach DX stations, and if external SWRmeter displays a high SWR, these graphs will help you to find the answer. At left a graph
showing the increasing of loss because of standing waves (SWR measured at the load)
on a perfectly matched line. Knowing the SWR at the transmitter, measure first the line
loss, then locate this point on the horizontal axis and move up to the curve corresponding
to the SWR. Project then the corresponding value on the vertical axis to known the
additional loss in decibels due to standing waves. Your total loss is the addition of the two
losses. At center the SWR as a function of the forward and reflected power. At right
values of SWR at the transmitter and at the antenna.
As explained in the section dealing with SWR, many amateurs do not use an external
SWR-meter and trust the built-in meter of their transmitter. However this reading will always
display a lower value than the real SWR existing at the antenna, because at the transmitter
the attenuation is not taken into account yet. Of course it is not always convenient to
measure SWR directly at the antenna when it is erected 15 meters (50 ft) high, but a good
value is to pick up this measure along the coaxial, between the transmitter (or the linear
amplifier) and the antenna.
Until now we have discussed of voltage and current on lines, never in terms on power. In
fact we learnt during the preparation of the radioelectricity exam that the power is
proportional to the square of either the voltage or current (P=RI2 or P=E 2/R). Remind that the
ratio of the reflected voltage or current, the reflection coefficient p at the load is:

Let's take the case of 100W of power put in a matched line with a SWR 4:1. The reflection
coefficient p = 60%. Thus the reflected power is 0.6 2 = 0.36 times the incident power, or
36W. That amount of power comes back at the input terminal, leaving only 64W of power for
the source. To put 100W in the load, the coupling to the source must be increased so that
the incident power minus the reflected power equals 100W. Since the load absorbs 64W, the
incident power must be 100/0.64 = 156W.
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At left the increase of current or voltage according the SWR. The line voltage and current
are directly proportional to the square root of the SWR. At right what happened to PL
connectors sustaining too high power and SWR. The connector at foreground was placed
outdoor in ambient moisture. It sustained a power of 850 W with an SWR over 4:1. More
than 75% of the power was loss in the transmission line as heat. Mixed to the moisture, the
connector burnt to smoke. The other ones, placed indoor were also damaged near the
central pin. So a good advice: PL-259 connectors are not weatherproof, so protect them well
if you have to leave them outdoors and never use your transceiver with a high SWR (say
over 4:1) at risk of serious trouble, including fire if your connectors touch a stock of paper,
plastic or chemical products. In the presence of high SWR and high power you might also
experience arcing when touching these PL-259 connectors and be injured.
But working this way has one major drawback, the increasing of voltage and current in the
line. Indeed, in applying the formula for the power, I=v (P/R) and E=v (PR), for a line which
characteristic impedance is 50 ohms, if 100W produces 1.41A and 61V, with 156W in input
we get 1.77A and 88V on the line. If we take into account line losses of say 3 dB, only half
that power will reach the antenna and the input power must thus be still increased to about
300W with still more current and voltage to get 100W at the antenna. Your coaxial cable and
connectors might not support this current and burn to smoke!
An equation to remember: E peak (volt) = v (P x Zo x SWR) x 1.4
This way of "tuning" your antenna system (line and load coupled) is not professional. In fact
as the graph displays above, beside the search for the lowest SWR as possible, there are
curves to respect, showing the maximum possible value of current or voltage that can exist
along a line with a given SWR. Pushing your input power too high with a high SWR you risk
5 times more input voltage and current and are operating in a safe way. And this is still more
important when using an RF Power Amplifier.
The current can indeed increases on the line and burn your coaxial plug or any object
nearby it, and all the more if is not protected again moisture. Do not forget also that the RG58C coaxial sustains a maximum of 1900V (RMS) but only 550W PEP up to 30 MHz (105W
at 400 MHz). If you even hear some arcing while working on the air or shortcuts on your
plug, switch your Transmitter off and your RF Power Amplifier and check your transmission
line.
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Line construction
Whatever the working frequency, on HF, VHF or
UHF, there are two basic types of transmissions
lines: the parallel-conductor also called "two-wire" or
"open-wire" and coaxial, each model being divided in
a variety of forms. Both types are divided in two main
classes:
- Cables in which the majority of insulation between
conductors is air, with a minimum of solid
dielectric mainly used for mechanical support. As
we told previously it displays the lowest loss per
unit length because there is power lost in dry air
as long as the voltage between conductor is below
the value at which corona forms. It displays also
the highest characteristic impedance.
- Cables in which the conductors are imbedded in and separated by a solid dielectric. Due
to this design these cables show some power lost per unit length and display also lower
characteristic impedance.
Air-insulated lines
A typical air-insulated transmission line is the famous ladder line also called "open-wire"
used to feed dipoles like G5RV (to not confuse with the air-insulated coaxials Aircom or
Aircell). The two wires lines are separated by a fixed distance from 20 to 150 mm by means
of insulating rods called spacers. They are usually made of insulating material such as
phenol or polystyrene. In HF the smallest spacers are used at the higher frequency (20mm at
28 MHz) to minimize radiations. The feed line is usually made of ordinary #8 to #22 AWG
conductors or tubing from 0.63-1.27mm (0.25-0.5") diameter. In such sizes, using spacers
from 20mm to 250mm, the impedance is ranging from about 200 to 800 ohms. As you
understood the characteristic impedance depends of the distance separating conductors (b)
and the radius of conductors (a) according to the next formula:
Zo = 276 log (b/a)
To this value you need to add the effect of the insulating spacers. Note that it does not
matter what units are used for a and b so long as they are the same units (i.e. mm or
inches). For example, using a #16 AWG wire (inner Ø1.31mm) and 40mm spacing from
center to center (50mm or 2" end -to-end) you will get a ladder line with a characteristic
impedance of 523 ohms.
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Close-up on the G5RV copper ladder constituting the matching section made of thick
copper wire #16 AWG (inner Ø 1.31mm).
Because of the large spacing between conductors, it is harder to confine the field along
with the wires (there is no solid dielectric to confine it) and a field of some intensity can exist
in the surrounding air. Therefore this high impedance line is much more sensitive to weather
effects than a low impedance Twin-Lead or coaxial line.
Note that in some old constructions or for special applications a four -wire line is used. The
spacers are of the same size than those used in two -wire lines excepting that they are made
of insulating material in X-shape, the conductors being placed at the corners of the square.
The impedance of this type of line is lower than the two-wire model; it is also better
electrically balanced to objects that can be close to the line.
Coaxial lines
Coaxial cable is called "coaxial" because it includes one physical wire or channel that
carries the signal surrounded (after a layer of insulation made of a solid dielectric) by another
concentric physical braid, both running along the same axis. The external braid serves as a
ground. One of the first commercialized coaxial was the famous RG-58/U that allowed to
establish the first cross-continental transmission in 1940 by AT&T.
This type of coaxial is not as protected against RFI as the RG-213 or the much thicker and
expensive Belden RF-9913 used in very high frequencies.

At left an ordinary coaxial cable RG-58/U commercialized since 1941. At right the new
Aircom+, 10.30 mm diameter for 15 kg/100m. Its performances are higher to the ones
of RG-213: less losses (4.5 dB vs. 8.5 dB at 144 MHz), a higher velocity factor (0.85 vs.
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0.66), a capacity of 86 pf vs. 101 pf, and a thicker central cooper wire (2.7 vs. 2.3 mm).
Below at left the RG-58/C with its two BNC connectors. This is a thinner coaxial used
for light installations (indoor, mobile, etc). Below at right the Belden RF-9913. This low
loss cable offers a velocity factor of 84% (vs. 66% for RG-58). It is mainly used for
installations working on VHF and higher frequencies.

The fact that the insulation is made of a solid dielectric increases somewhat losses in the
line, however such coaxials have lower loss at frequencies up to 100 MHz than any other
line type because of the air imprisoned in the line can be kept dry. Currently the most
performing coaxial cable is the Aircom+, a cable of 10.30 mm diameter with a loss of 0.215
dB/m at 2.4 GHz. It is better than Aircell which dielectric can absorb moisture and thus
transform the duct in a true water pipe.
The characteristic impedance of an air-insulated coaxial depends of the inside diameter of
outer conductor (b) and the outside diameter of inner conductor (a) according to the next
formula:
Zo = 138 log (b/a)
We immediately see that using same wire sizing as for the open-wire, the characteristic
impedance of a coaxial line will be much lower. Typically a #16 AWG (inner Ø 1.31mm) or
simpler the RG-58 has an impedance as low as 50 ohms, what perfectly matches the
transceiver specifications without using any additional balun. More resistant, less bulky and
easier to handle than air-insulated lines, the coaxial is today the type of feed line the most
used by amateurs. Of course do not forget that is main drawback is to be not balanced to
ground and other nearby objects.
Twin-Lead lines
Hybrid design between the air-insulated lines and the coaxial, Twin-Lead lines (which is in
fact a trade name) are made of two conductors separated by a flexible dielectric from 10 to
20mm wide often made of polyethylene insulation. Lighter, less bulky and usually easier to
install than ladder lines, Twin-Lead lines are today available for both parallel-conductor and
coaxial lines.
There is however one drawback in using such lines, the fact that the power loss per unit
length is greater than in air-insulated lines. Indeed when using high power with a high SWR
the heat dissipates in the dielectric with consequence, in worst cases, to mechanically break
down the line. White or translucid Twin-Lead looks however neater in appearance than openwire lines. A typical Twin-Lead uses stranded conductors equivalent to a solid #12 AWG with
a characteristic impedance of 75 ohms.
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Quarter wavelength line
A quarter-wavelength line is frequently used as an impedance transformer. This size
expresses the electrical length of the feed line, taking in account the working frequency (f,
in MHz) and the velocity factor of the line (V). The formula is:
Length (meters) = 74V/f
Length (feet) = 246V/f
Coaxial fittings and connectors
There are a wide variety of fittings and connectors designed to go with coaxial lines. The
three main connectors are the PL-259, the BNC and the N fittings.
PL-259 plug
The famous "UHF" PL-259 plug and its complementary SO-239 chassis fitting are available
for long time and are probably the type of connectors most used by amateurs since the year
40's. They are however not weatherproof. They are available in two models, with or without
UG-176/U or UG-175/U adapter (that is placed below the plug assembly).
To assembly a PL-259 connector on a RG-213 or RG-58 coaxial line ends, slide first the
coupling ring and optional adapter on the coaxial and let temporary the plug assembly (with
the pin) aside. Trim then the vinyl jacket from the coaxial on about 20mm. Peel the coaxial
braid, fan it slightly in order to fold it back over the coaxial such a way that it doesn't touch
the central conductor. If the coaxial braid touches the central copper you will get a shortcircuit and the coaxial properties will be altered. In that case signals will never reach your
RTX. If you use the adapter, slide it near the braid and press it down over the body of the
adapter. Trim then the braid to about 10mm. Bare the central copper conductor on 10 mm.
Screw the plug assembly that you let aside on the adapter or directly on the cable if you don't
use it and solder the braid to the shell through the solder holes. Solder also the conductor to
the contact sleeve. Be sure that the cable dielectric is not heated and swollen so as to
prevent dielectric entering body. At last screw the coupling ring on the plug assembly. This
connection is very easy to make and should looks like the PL plugs displayed below at right
in their true size.
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At left the proper procedure to assembly a PL-259 on a coaxial cable and below the
way to test the connection. At right the two commonly used coaxial cables: RG-213
(left) and RG-58 (right) with their respective PL-259 connector. The first one is a low
loss cable mainly used in HF and V/UHF to connect an antenna.
Once all parts are connected check your plug and ring with a multimeter and pull on the
plug to test its resistance. If all is fine make your connections and switch on your RX. If you
hear amateurs in QSO your antenna system is working properly. Otherwise if you receiver is
silent, like disconnected from the antenna you have experimented a short circuit, more than
probably in the way that you soldered your PL connectors.
BNC connectors
The BNC fittings (UG-88/U) are mainly used with small cables such as RG-58/U. They are
interesting because they feature a bayonet-locking arrangement for quick connect and
disconnect, and are weatherproof.
Its construction seems more complex because the BNC is
constituted of 5 elements instead of 3 for the PL-259 but it is no
more difficult. First trim 8mm of the RG-58 cable vinyl jacket. Fray
the shield and strip the inner dielectric on 3 mm. This section will
be in contact with the female contact of the BNC. Then tap the
braid in order to slide the BNC elements. From the end, slide the
nut, washer, gasket and clamp over the braid and let the female
contact temporary aside. Insert the clamp so that its inner
shoulder fits squarely against the end of the cable jacket. With
the clamp in place, comb out the braid and fold it back on it. Trim
about 2 mm from end. Then tin the center conductor and slip the
female contact in place and solder it. If necessary remove the
excess of solder. Here also be sure that the cable dielectric is not
heated and swollen so as to prevent dielectric entering body.
At last take the body and push it into as far as it can go. Slide then the nut into the body
and screw it into place with a wrench until tight. To end, hold the cable and shell rigidly and
rotate the nut. Your BNC is assembled.
"N" series fittings
The last series of fittings is the "N" series, N as Navy. It is designed to maintain constant
impedance at cable joints. Harder to assembly than a BNC but the same way (excepting that
you have to trim the first 14mm of vinyl jacket), they are mainly used on 70 cm band and
higher frequencies.
Coupling the transceiver to the line (IV)
Before going in emission there are still two circuits to tune, the coupling between the
transmitter and the line, and the coupling between the line and the antenna.
In the field in using a feed line the transmitter does not directly "see" the antenna
constituting the load, but rather the input impedance of the line. We have seen previously
that its impedance is determined by the characteristic impedance of the line (Zo ), its length
and the antenna impedance.
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In practice even if the antenna impedance can be unknown from the user, with the
characteristic impedance on the line it will determine the standing-wave ratio. The SWR is
thus with Zo the main parameters that will influence the output power of the transmitter.
As most transceivers deliver their full power into 50-75 ohms, and that the SWR on the line
is dictated by the antenna system used, a matching circuit is required in-between to match
the 50-75 ohms to the actual input impedance of the line. Such a circuit is called a matching
network like the famous L network or the Universal Transmatch.
This coupling circuit is mainly used when the feed line displays high impedance like an
open-wire and is usually not necessary when a coaxial line is used since the SWR is low
enough to be adjusted by the transmitter Transmatch (Antenna Tuner).
Basically matching circuits use either
fixed-value components (like a L
network) but that requires to know with
accuracy the actual line -input
impedance or less restricting, the circuit
is arranged such a way that the
matching is done with inductive
coupling. This last solution take
advantage of a load resistance, another
An example of parallel-tuned coupling tank used to
one that is seen by the power source
adapt the input impedance between the transmitter
offering a impedance similar to the first
and the line. In this example the line is purely
with, in-between, L and C components
resistive.
forming a resonant circuit capable of
being tuned to the working frequency.
The coupling between both coils is
adjustable in order to transform if
necessary impedance over wide limits.
For information, the coefficient of
coupling, k, is equals to 1/vQ.
Knowing that in most matching circuits the coupling between the two coils is fixed, Q is
adjusted to attain the match. In the previous schematic, Q is adjusted in the circuit L1-C1-R1,
and is equal to R1 divided by the reactance of C1 (assuming that L1-C1 is tuned on the
working frequency). This circuit is suitable to support relatively high values of the load
resistance R1 up to several k? . Conversely, a series-tuned circuit is suitable for very low
value of load resistance (1-100? ).
Our explanation considers that the input impedance of our transmission line is resistive. In
the field this is rarely the case and the line is as reactive as resistive or almost. We have thus
to modify the line model for a more conform circuit made of a resistance placed in parallel
with a capacitive reactance (a capacitor). In most cases, if the reactance of the line input
impedance is capacitive, the resonance can be maintained in adjusting C1 and the Q-factor
will not change. But if the reactance is inductive, the L/C ratio changes, but ordinary L1 is not
adjustable and from then on the Q increases. From this detuning high currents might flow in
the coupling circuit and drastically reduce the efficiency of the system. It can even result in
power losses for Q over 10 if you use low quality coils.
If the ratio of reactance to resistance is unfavorable, we can say that the Q of the line input
impedance is unfavorable too and this ratio needs to be compensated. As Q is a function of
the line length and SWR, we need to supply external reactance opposed to value of the line
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reactance. Usually the coupling circuit is able to make this adjustment. In the worst case, if
the Q becomes too high to be adjusted the coil used in the matching network can heat and
thus lost its characteristics.
In practice, the adjustment consists is finding the proper settings for the taps on L1 or even
using the proper settings of capacitance in Transmatch circuits. The best solution stays
however to find the correct adjustment in using an SWR-meter called a "SWR bridge"
between the transmitter and the matching circuit.
Balun coils
Matching impedances can also be done using balun coils. There are of two types: air-core
balun and toroidal transformer balun.
Air-core baluns are made of a bifilar winding with an air core. When considered as a pair of
parallel conductors, such a balun is equivalent to a transmission line. When a voltage is
applied between the two terminals at one end of the winding, the parallel conductors have
characteristic impedance that depends on their diameter and spacing. For short, this
arrangement working in parallel, the total resistance toward the antenna is one -fourth of the
one of the line. This 4:1 ratio means that such a balancing circuit is mainly used to match a
ladder line of 300 ohms to a 75-ohm coaxial.
In practice this design is no more used because it is complicated due to coupling between
turns, and it is bulky, its enclosure measuring about 25 cm a side to handle 250W. So
amateurs prefer using toroidal cores that are easily four times smaller and easy to make.
Typically ferrite toroidal-core baluns have
bandwidths of 10 to 1 in order to cover frequencies
from 3 to 30 MHz and constructed such a way that
they are able to handle over 1 kW. To build a
broadband balun transformer able to sustain high
power, bifilar windings are recommended for balun.
Use for example a Ferramic Q1 toroidal core of
63mm (2.5") outer diameter, with 17mm (.5") cross
Different types of toroid-core
section wound with No.14 Formex copper wire,
transformers
seven turns per windings for a permeability of 125.
Place it in a small enclosure 70 mm wide (3") on a
piece of phenolic insulating board epoxy cemented
to prevent short-circuiting and connect it to two
terminals and an SO-239 plug. Your toroidal
transformer is ready.
Coupling the line to the antenna
At last! Since the first page of this discussion we have considered the antenna as an
abstract "load" displaying some resistance or reactance. First, we have to insist on the fact
that any kind of transmission line can be used with any kind of antenna, at the condition to
properly couple the two together. Then the transmission line is not the antenna: the
antenna is considered as a load for the feed line.
To understand how to a feed line in relation with an antenna, it is essential to know on what
frequency range the antenna works and thus to calculate the standing-wave ratio on the line,
its SWR.
There are in practice two methods of coupling a line to an antenna: the unmatched
and the matched one.
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The unmatched method consists in searching to operate in the most amateur bands as
possible, with few considerations for the SWR. In this case the standing -wave ratio is
secondary and often large (up to 12.0:1 using a 300-? line), and the input impedance of the
line depends on several factors like the line length and the working frequency. Of course, in
working this way the transmission line will not be "flat" and will lost quite a lot of power by
radiation, up to exceed 90% on high frequencies. When this solution is well suited to the
working frequency it is used by many unmatched wire antennas like FD4, Windom, Zeppelin,
etc.
According what we told previously, these systems operating at a high SWR, the best
solution is to use 300? ?
open-wire lines like a Twin-Lead or a ladder line. Usually in standard
sizings, using a matched 300? ?
line such antennas can carry a current of 2A what
corresponds to a power of 1.2 kW. When there are standing waves the safe power must be
divided by the SWR. Therefore in a center-fed half-wave system, a ladder line is often
restricted to power outputs up to 250W or so.
In practically all designs of multi-band antennas, the point at which the transmission line is
attached is fixed. The antenna length is resonant at some frequency in the lowest frequency
band to be used, and the feed line is connected either to the center or to the end.
The current (I) and voltage (V) distribution
along an antenna fed at both points respect the
drawing displayed at right. With end feed, there
is always a voltage loop at the feed point. From
the current distribution it appears that in all
cases this antenna operates as a true
harmonic radiator.
Current and voltage distribution at the
With center feed, the feed point is always at
fundamental frequency. The feed line can
a current loop on the fundamental frequency
be attached either at the end or at the
and all odd multiples of the fundamental. In this
center.
case the current and voltage distribution are
identical with the distribution on an end-fed
antenna. Therefore on odd multiples of the
fundamental frequency, this antenna operates
as a true harmonic antenna too.
On even multiples of the fundamental frequency the feed point with center feed is always at
a voltage loop. The currents in both half-waves sections of the antenna are in the same
phase, but with end feed the current in one half-wave segment is in reverse phase to the
current flowing in the other part. This behavior has not disadvantage but both designs have
different directional characteristics. The end-fed for example is required only when the
antenna is operated on an even harmonic to obtain some directivity and when the operator
wants to work on more than one band.
The center-fed arrangement is known as "two half-waves in phase" while the end -fed
system is called a "one-wavelength antenna" or an antenna of the "second harmonic".
With end feed, the currents in the two line wires do not balance exactly and there is always
some radiation escaping from the line. Therefore it is always best to feed the antenna at its
center of symmetry.
With center-fed antenna, at the fundamental frequency and usual antenna heights, the
antenna resistance is between 50?
? and 100 ?, what using an open-wire line, gives an SWR
of 300/100 or 5.0:1 at best. Knowing that the higher the multiple of the fundamental
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frequency the lower the resistance at a voltage loops, the SWR is expected to decrease on
higher frequencies.
At last it is always assumed that the two conductors of a transmission line carry equal but
opposite currents throughout their length. This ideal condition is not always realized in
practice due to variation in coupling between the antenna and the position of conductors and
other sources (wires) of electromagnetic fields. In fact the degree of coupling depends on the
position of the conductor in respect to the antenna, with a minimum coupling (zero) when
both wire systems are perpendicular (90°) at center. In this position the voltage induced by
currents flowing in both segments of a symmetric antenna are balanced and cancel exactly
because of they flow in opposite direction, displaying the same amplitude but with an
opposite polarity.
The matched method for coupling a line to an antenna consists is matching perfectly the
antenna impedance to the characteristic impedance of the line. This method will gives a very
low SWR, below 1.5:1, less than 1/20th of the input power is reflected, and the input
impedance will be purely resistive, regardless the line length. In other terms the line will be
"flat" or at least its lost by radiation are considered as negligible.
Working with a transmission line at a low SWR requires that the line be terminated output
side, in a resistive load matching the characteristic impedance of the line as close as
possible. To solve this problem there are two solutions: selecting a transmission line which
characteristic impedance matches the antenna resistance or transforming the antenna
impedance to a value matching the characteristic impedance of the line.
The first method is the easier to install and does not require complex constructions. It is
used by most half-wave antennas center fed including the G5RV dipole in its multi-band
version. Instead of developing in depth how operate such matched systems, using matched
lines (e.g. ladder line) or direct matching (e.g. coaxial cable).
The second method consisting in transforming the antenna impedance is required with all
directive arrays. When placed about 1/2W above ground, the driven element of a Yagi, a
resonant dipole, shows an impedance of about 70? . But once elements are added (a
reflector and several directors or parasitic elements) the impedance at center of the dipole
changes drastically and is usually as low as 20? with some reactance. If we try to connect it
directly to the feedline of 50? , we will get a SWR on the transmission line of 2.5:1. Hence the
necessity to transform this low impedance of the Yagi's driven element to match the 50?
characteristic impedance of the coaxial. Several techniques are available.
Quarter-wave transformer
It is well known that the impedance transforming properties of a quarter-wave transmission
line can be used for matching the antenna impedance (Zs) to the characteristic impedance of
the line (Zo). The next formula has to be used:
Zo = v (ZrZs)
The Zr is the load resistance, the resistive impedance of the antenna placed at the end of
the line.
That means that the factor limiting the matching impedances is the range of value for Zo
physically realizable. This latter ranges approximately between 50 and 600 ohms. Using this
method you can easily insert a matching section of W/4 between your dipole and the
transmission line if both offer a high impedance. This arrangement is known as a "Q"
matching system.
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Delta, T, Gamma and Omega match
We can also match a line to an antenna using a resonant circuit constituted of a coil and a
capacitor. This arrangement is called a "Delta" matching system. When the center
impedance of a half-wave dipole is too low to be matched with an open-wire, it is always
possible to find, between two points of the antenna, a value of impedance that can be
matched when a "fanned" section or delta is used to couple the line and antenna. Working
with usual dipoles sizings coupled to a 600-ohm line, the total distance between the ends of
the delta are 0.120W for frequencies below 30 MHz while the length of the delta is 0.150W.
There is also the "T" matching system. To create the matching section we use a so-called
folded dipole which secundary or folded segment is shorter than the antenna (40-60%). The
T matching system is center fed and offers more flexibility in impedance ratio and is easier to
build than a folded dipole when a parasitic element is used.
Each arm of the T conductor being much shorter than W/4, it has inductive reactance. If the
antenna is well resonant at the working frequency, the reactance can be tuned out either by
shortening the antenna or by inserting a capacitance in series at the input terminals as
display in the below graph.

Three methods to match the line to the antenna. From left to right the “Delta”
matching system, “T” matching system and the “Omega” matching system.
The Gamma arrangement is an unbalanced version of the T matching system. Except for
the fact that the matching section is connected between the center and one side of the
antenna, the same remarks as for the T system apply here also. The gamma match is wellknown because it has been used for decades to match coaxial cable to all-metal beams.
Although many parameters determine the matching (as the driven ele ment length, gamma
rod length, rod diameter, spacing between rod and driven element, etc) a few rules of thumb
can be successfully applied. So for matching an array made of aluminium tubing to 50? ?
line,
the length of the gamma rod should be 0.04-0.05W with a diameter between 1/2-1/3 to that
of the driven element, and a spacing of about 0.007W. The capacitance value should be
approximatively 7 pF per meter of wavelength or about 140 pF for work on the 20m band.
At last the Omega match is a modified form of the gamma match. In addition to the series
capacitor, a shunt capactor is used to cancel as much as the inductive reactance introduced
by the gamma section. An additional variable capacitor is used to shorten the gamma rod or
to get the matching when the driven element is resonant
Bandwidth, “Q” and SWR limits
By way of conclusion, a short word about the bandwidth in terms of SWR limits. If an
antenna is well tuned at the center of a band, at a few hundreds kilohertz up or down from
center, we usually observe an increasing of the SWR. If the antenna was purely resistive the
SWR should not change but in the field no antenna displays a flat SWR (1.0:1). When an
antenna is above or below its resonance region, the reactive component of the antenna
impedance changes, and the SWR increases quite rapidly. Given that we can compare an
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antenna resonating at a frequency to a series-resonant circuit, we can define a Q-factor to
measure the antenna's selectivity, just as the Q of an ordinary circuit measures its selectivity.
The “Q” of an antenna is given by the formula:
Where “X” and “R” are the
measured reactance and resistance at some frequency close to the resonant frequency, and
“n” is the percentage difference expressed as a decimal. For an ordinary half-wave dipole Q
is ranging from 8 to 14 but can exceed 50 in parasitic arrays (Yagi) depending on the
spacing and tuning.
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